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Bad Gaem, do not plaey it at all. Its not Fallout 76.. 1/10 Eggplants. Makes you stack 50 boxes in one level for no goddamn
reason. The scariness is minimum. Actually so mad i wrote my first steam review to express my anger.. This is THE most
creative locomotion system ive ever played on VR, it solves the motion sickness issue really well, and its pretty intuative,
swinging ur arm to walk in virtual reality can never go wrong, its simulating real life movement making you walk, jog and run.
To top it all, you can always change your controllers in the main menu with another awesome controller that actually work pretty
well in this game, the trackpad locomotion system allowing you to move all around the game with no bounderies. Simply love
the options in this game.
Running, ducking, gunning, avoiding incomming bullets and rockets, is so much fun and keeps your heart pounding. A great
FPS with awesome looking graphics.
The shooting is pretty satisfying, its like holding a real gun in your hand with a great feedback from the controller.
Ive played the game for almost 7 hours and still ddnt finish the last level, the arenas and the open sandbox areas keep you
coming for more, with different hiding strategies and different starting points at each time until you finally make it.
In general the game is freeking awesome, worth every penny....
Hope you guys enjoy it, i know i did.. Once you invest a bit of time getting the controls right this is an absoliutely stunning
looking WW2 combat flight sim. Most realistic and fun I've played and tonnes of content.. Highly recommended.. Deadpool got
dominated by a robot rabbit. I love playing this game with my 5 year old. I play, and she keeps cheering that I will die. She gets
her way a lot because I die a lot. However, that's the fun. And through that fun I've been able to revive most of the robots and
feel pretty proud of myself. The art is beautiful and I would highly recommend it to anyone with or without someone cheering
for your demise.
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. The trailer makes it look nice, but just no.. TURBO PUG SEQUEL HELL YEA!. ABE VR is a brilliant experience that truly
shows the potential of VR. As you look around the environment you notice small details that you may or may not notice from
the story the robot tells you. The ending is a bit cringey. When the robot tries to 'fix' you, your ears are met with a loud scream
that I found a tad cheesy. But overall, gets your heart pumping and looks amazing on the Oculus.
. The games got bugs and they are pretty easy to come across. One, possibly two, I have are permanent and effect my games
save file. Game might be fine at a cheaper price and if they fix the issues. as a free to play game it was surprisingly interesting, i
really enjoyed it.. This wouldn't be a terrible game, if not for the incessent loading to a cutscene, only to load to yet another
cutscene, and sometimes, to load to yet another cutscene. If the cutscenes themselves weren't so aweful, that wouldn't be as big
of a deal.. Sleeping Dogs: Law Enforcer Pack is DLC for Sleeping Dogs which unlocks a few additional vehicles and outfits for
Wei Shen to use in the course of the game. Some of the outfits have some buffs for the game, and the cars are solid, but
otherwise it's mostly a cosmetic upgrade. Only pick it up if you can get it for cheap, otherwise it's not really worth the extra
expense.. Great Product Love the Class 37
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